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NLP resources play a crucial role in the building of many NLP applications. The importance of these
resources depends not only on their size and coverage but also on the richness and the precision of
the annotated information they provide. In the case of resource-scarce languages such as Moroccan
Arabic, the building of NLP applications is limited due to the lack of these resources. To overcome this
problem, we follow a rule-based approach to generate a Moroccan morphological vocabulary (MORV)
which constitutes the first step addressing the problem of Moroccan morphological generation. MORV
is designed and implemented based on two main components: On one hand, an MA lexicon and a list
of fully annotated affixes and clitics that we have created specifically to ensure the generation process.
On the other hand, a set of rules covering the concatenation and the orthographic adjustments of the gen-
erated words. Moreover, given a base form, MORV outputs more than 4.5 M Moroccan words with rich
morphological features such as tense, gender, number, state, etc. We tested the coverage of MORV on
texts collected from Moroccan social media and realized that it reaches a vocabulary coverage of 84%
and a precision of 94%. This system is a benefit for building other NLP applications such as spell checking,
morphological analysis, and machine translation.
� 2021 The Authors. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of King Saud University. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Morphology is the field of linguistics that studies the internal
structure of words. The main purpose of morphology is to analyze
the word structure and to describe the meaningful units called
morphemes (atomic linguistic units that carry meaning) for a given
word. From a practical point of view, the word structure can be
expressed using different morphological attributes such as tense,
person, number, gender, etc.

One important implementation of morphology is vocabulary
generation. It is the process of word-formation that produces
inflected forms of a word starting from labelled morphemes.
Regarding the Arabic language that includes Modern Standard Ara-
bic (MSA) and a set of dialects, there are two main approaches to
the morphological generation of vocabularies (Habash, 2010):
either following concatenative or templatic morphology. In order
to create a word, concatenative morphology involves the combina-
tion of lemma or stem with morphemes such as affixes and clitics,
whereas templatic morphology is interleaving and merges roots
with patterns.

Lexical resources are crucial and important to most NLP appli-
cations such as morphological analyzers. However, the Moroccan
Arabic dialect (MA) is considered a resource-scarce language since
it suffers from the lack of available MA resources and NLP tools. In
fact, there are currently no morphological analyzers nor morpho-
logical generation systems. Thus, analyzing MA texts is restricted
to manual tasks. Moreover, various NLP applications rely on
extracting the morphological information encoded in the word.
Additionally, if we consider that some NLP applications suffer from
data sparsity such as statistical machine translation, the availabil-
ity of MA resources exhibiting morphologically annotated MA
words can alleviate these problems. Hence, building a new
resource describing MA words morphology is useful to facilitate
the building of NLP applications such as morphological analyzer
and machine translation.

Previous approaches to generate vocabularies for standard lan-
guages followed either statistical (Faruqui et al., 2016) & (Dusek
and Jurcícek, 2013) or rule-based techniques (Bauer, et al., 2015)
& (Viks, 2000) & (Jisha, et al., 2011). The first relies on training tag-
gers on large annotated corpus using common machine learning
algorithms such as Support Vector Machines (SVM) (Vapnik,
d Uni-
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1995) or LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997), etc.). Saving
time and increasing accuracy are the main advantages of this
approach. Unfortunately, no such resources are currently available
to train MA taggers. The second is rule-based and consists in using
lexicons of morphemes and implementing decision algorithms,
using for example finite-state transducers (FSTs). The latter govern
the concatenation of different morphemes and output new words
with their morphological analysis. Such an approach is appealing
since it meets the linguistic requirements. Furthermore, with the
lack of currently annotated MA corpora, following this approach
seems to be the most suitable solution to generate MA morpholog-
ical vocabulary.

The main contribution of this paper is to present and evaluate
our MORphological Vocabulary (MORV) using a MORphological
Generator (MORG) that relies on a rule-based approach. The idea
behind conducting such a work is to establish a Moroccan Arabic
morphological analyzer that will enable solving various NLP tasks.

In our method, we used a lexicon of MA lemmas and a table of
MA annotatedmorphemes (affixes and clitics) as a dataset. Besides,
we stored linguistic and orthographic rules in separate tables to
seamlessly govern the concatenation of different morphemes by
an appropriate algorithm. MORV evaluation consists of assessing
the generated output regarding two aspects. The first (quantitative
evaluation) aims at ensuring that MORV entries (generated words
only) cover sufficiently the Moroccan Arabic dialect. While the sec-
ond involves assessing the precision of the morphological informa-
tion that MORV provides using common evaluation metrics such as
Precision, Recall, and F-measure. In this perspective, the main
advantage of MORV is the good coverage of the Moroccan Arabic
vocabulary, the flexibility in managing rules and the ability to be
easily extended.

In section 2 we discuss related works dealing with vocabulary
generation. In section 3, we exhibit morphological information
about different MA categories. After that in section 4, we highlight
two linguistic approaches to Moroccan Arabic word generation. In
section 5, we discuss the main objectives of building MORV. Then,
we present the adopted approach and its implementation. We pre-
sent the result of MORV evaluation and discuss its features in sec-
tion 6. Finally, we conclude this paper with some perspectives in
section 7.
2. Related work

Unlike the Arabic language, a few works are dealing with the
morphological generation of Arabic dialects vocabularies. In addi-
tion, there is currently no work addressing the morphological gen-
eration of MA vocabularies to the best of our knowledge. The
literature review of Arabic morphological vocabularies exhibits
various approaches that can be mainly classified into manual anno-
tations such as in (Al-Shargi et al., 2016), (Maamouri et al., 2006)
and automatic approaches. In the following, we summarize related
works concerning the automatic generation of both MSA and
dialectal morphological vocabularies.

Among the earliest efforts to build Arabic morphological gener-
ators was the work of Beesley (Beesley, 1996) & (Beesley, 2001)
using Xerox’s finite-state transducer1. To implement the generator,
the author compiled a lexical database including 4930 roots and 400
patterns as well as a set of morphotactics and alternations rules that
govern the combination of stems with clitics. The result of running
the system over the lexical database gives 72 M fully inflected forms.

In the work of Cavalli-Sforza et.al (Cavalli-Sforza, et al., 2000)
which is reviewed also in (Soudi, et al., 2007), authors presented
an approach to generate Arabic verbs using MORPHE (Leavitt,
1 https://web.stanford.edu/~laurik/fsmbook/home.html

2

1992), a tool for modeling morphology based on discrimination
trees and regular expressions. The system follows the concatena-
tive morphology and is driven by a morphological form hierarchy
governing not only the relationship between roots and patterns
forms but also transformational rules that attach to leaf nodes in
the hierarchy.

Habash (Habash, 2004) presented Aragen as a lexeme-based
Arabic morphological generator that follows concatenative mor-
phology. Aragen uses Buclwalter’s database (BAMA) (Buckwalter,
2002) that includes a set of tables representing morphotactics
and orthographic rules. In this database, we find a lexicon of anno-
tated morphemes (lemma, affixes and clitics) and a compatibility
morphemes table that indicates which morpheme can be concate-
nated to which other. To evaluate Aragen, the author used a sample
of 1 M words from the UN Arabic-English corpus (Jinxi, 2002) and
realized that it reaches a coverage of 76%.

Authors in (Habash et al., 2005), (Habash & Rambow, 2006) and
(Habash & Rambow, 2007) built MAGEAD a morphological genera-
tor and analyzer of Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) and Levantine
(LEV) verbs using FSTs. MAGEAD follows templatic morphology
where the principle of its analysis relies on lexeme and features.
Authors define the lexeme as a triple containing a root, a meaning
index and a morphological behavior class (MBC). In another work
(Altantawy, et al., 2010), MAGEAD has been extended to cover
MSA nouns and adjectives. It should be noted that MAGEAD is
the first tool for Arabic dialects that includes roots and patterns
in its implementation. Also, it was very helpful in the process of
corpora annotation in several works such as the work of (Diab,
et al., 2010).

Shaalan, et al. (Shaalan et al., 2007) performed an effort to build
a rule-based Arabic morphological generator in order to facilitate
the task of automatic translation. Using the logic programming lan-
guage Prolog, authors implemented this generator by encoding
transformational rules that govern the concatenation of affixes
with Arabic lemmas.

(Attia, et al., 2011) & (Attia, et al., 2014) developed AraComLex
an MSA morphological processing toolkit based on finite-state
transducers. The implementation of AraComLex follows the con-
catenative morphology and considers the lemma as the base form.
The authors used a lexical database containing more than 30 k
lemmas in order to generate about 9 M surface forms. In another
work, Shaalan et. al (Shaalan et al., 2012) created an open-source
resource of Arabic words on the basis of AraComLex transducer.
The main goal of building this resource is to facilitate the building
of an Arabic spelling checker. Authors used Microsoft spell-checker
(included in Microsoft Office 2010) to validate a set of 9 M words
from 13 M AraComLex generated words.

Neme (Amid Neme, 2013) built a vocabulary of 2.5 M Arabic
verbs starting from 15.4 K verbs and following templatic morphol-
ogy by using finite-state transducers (FSTs). To evaluate the gener-
ated vocabulary, the author used 10 K verbs extracted from
NEMLAR corpus (Attia, et al., 2005). It should be noted that the
accuracy rate is not reported.

Doumi et. al (Doumi, et al., 2016) built a lexical resource that
contains 11 M verbal inflected forms. They followed a concatena-
tive morphology and used for this purpose a representative corpus
of MSA to extract verb lemmas. They used a corpus instead of a lex-
icon in order to avoid obsolete words that have no place in current
usage. Then, they used FSTs in order to generate MSA verbs follow-
ing MSA concatenation rules with orthographic adjustments. Eval-
uation results showed that the generated resource covers more
than 70% of the MSA verbs.

Khalifa et. al (Khalifa, et al., 2017) introduced CALIMAGLF as a
morphological analyzer and generator for Emirati (EMR) Arabic
verbs. In this work, two resources providing explicit linguistic
knowledge are used. The first is a database gathering a collection
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of root-abstracted paradigms that map from features to root-
abstracted stems, prefixes and suffixes. While the second consists
of a lexicon specifying verbal entries in terms of roots and para-
digm IDs. By merging these two resources in one model, all possi-
ble analyses are provided to cover more than 2600 EMR verbs.
Evaluation of CALIMAGLF on 620 verbs gives an accuracy of 81%.

Taji et. al (Taji, et al., 2018) presented CALIMAStar a multi-
system that includes an MSA morphological generator. This gener-
ator follows concatenative morphology and relies on an extended
database of Buckwalter. It contains tables of stems, clitics and com-
patibility rules that are used in order to avoid generating incorrect
words. Taking into consideration only compatible morphemes, the
implemented generator expects a lemma and a POS category as
input to generate all possible forms.

Torjman and Haddar (Torjmen and Hadder, 2019) automatically
built a Tunisian annotated vocabulary containing 150 460 words
using finite-state transducers. They started by building a lexicon
of 1 452 annotated lemmas and implemented a set of morpholog-
ical local grammars in NooJ linguistic platform (Silberztein, 2005)
following concatenative morphology. Local grammars are then
concerted to transducers which govern the concatenation of Tuni-
sian morphemes with these lemmas. To test this vocabulary, they
collected 18 134 words from social media and realized that the
coverage is 58.5%.

Table 1 presents a summary of various works that target Arabic
words generation. By analyzing related information, we notice first
that no works targeted the Moroccan Arabic. Additionally, the
majority of these works deal with MSA and implement finite-
state transducers to generate corresponding vocabularies. In addi-
tion, the coverage, by comparing the generated vocabulary with an
MSA corpus, in the claimed works reaches an unsatisfying score. In
the following sections, we present the Moroccan Arabic morphol-
ogy and then the followed approach to generate the corresponding
vocabulary (MORV).
3. Moroccan Arabic

3.1. General overview

The Moroccan constitution2 recognizes two official languages:
Arabic and Tamazight. Both have their spoken (informal) and written
forms and are used in official venues as well as informal situations.
The spoken form of Arabic in Morocco is the Moroccan Arabic dialect
and it is considered as the mother tongue of Moroccans besides
other spoken forms of Tamazight such as Tarifit, Tashelhit and Tama-
zight (Ennaji, 2005). However, based on the latest available figures3,
most of the Moroccans (91%) can speak Moroccan Arabic, while only
27% of them can use at least one of the spoken forms of Tamazight.
Thus, obviously Moroccan Arabic is the primary dialect in Morocco
which is mainly used in informal venues such as communication
between people and exchanging information.

Recently, with the advent of the Internet and new technologies
in Morocco, there has been an outstanding explosion and disper-
sion of information sources. As Moroccan Arabic is the primary lan-
guage of communication between Moroccans, this dialect has
become dominant in different web sources expressed various
forms such as written text, audio and video materials. Conse-
quently, various opportunities are open to better understanding
the Moroccan community in different contexts by analyzing and
lifting out useful information from the text they produce every
day on the web. Within this scope, NLP techniques can be applied
to address a wide variety of tasks such as sentiment analysis, topic
2 https://www.maroc.ma/en/content/constitution
3 General Moroccan census performed in 2014 (http://rgph2014.hcp.ma)
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identification, user’s behavior prediction, events detection, to name
a few.

According to several linguistic experts such as Ouadghiri
(Ouadghiri, 2013), Moroccan Arabic diverges from MSA at the lex-
ical and the phonological levels according to three factors as
follow:

� The periodic time: Moroccan Arabic has evolved from its inter-
action with the Tamazight language in the 7th century to the
20th century with the influence of French and Spanish (during
the protectorate period from 1912 to 1956).

� The geographic area: spoken MA in the east of Morocco differs
from the MA spoken in Moroccan Sahara4 and Doukkala5.

� The speech context: spoken Moroccan Arabic differs according
to the context of the speech. For example, in TV programs and
education venues, spoken Moroccan Arabic is heavily influ-
enced by MSA where speakers may also alternate between
MA and MSA. In other situations, like communication between
people and family, spoken Moroccan Arabic can include French
words.

This situation poses several problems in MA identification and
processing. Hence, since we are not linguistic experts, we are so
far from determining and defining standards for Moroccan Arabic.
However, as we deal with digital content expressed in MA that pre-
sents several business opportunities, we limit the scope of our
research on the MA used on the Internet.

3.2. Moroccan Arabic morphology

In this section, we provide an overview of the Moroccan Arabic
morphology on which we have relied to generate MORV. In fact,
we have based our findings on the works of Moroccan linguistic
researchers (Medlaoui Mennabhi, 2019) (Ouadghiri, 2013)
(Chafik, 1999). According to these researches, MA morphology is
inspired by Arabic morphology with limited exceptions which
come from the influence of Tamazight language (Chtatou, 1997).
Thus, in the light of these works and our understandings as Moroc-
can native speakers, we identify main MA words categories and
their corresponding morphological attributes. We present also for
each category the various rules that can occur during the concate-
nation of a lemma with affixes and clitics.

As with the Arabic language, Moroccan Arabic (MA) has a rich
morphology. In general, MA vocabulary is composed of words that
can be classified into three categories: Noun, Verb and Particle. A
word can be decomposed to morphemes as described in Fig. 1
where affixes and clitics are used in order to make new words
starting from a lemma/stem without changing the POS.

In this paper we define lemma, stem, word, and other mor-
phemes as follows:

� Prefixes: attach before the lemma/stem and states the
inflection;

� Suffixes: attach after the lemma/stem stating the inflection;
� Affixes: the set of prefixes and suffixes;
� Proclitics: attach before the lemma/stem and states a syntactic
role;

� Enclitics: attach after the lemma/stem and states a syntactic
role;
4 Region of Morocco located in the south
5 Situated in west-central Morocco

https://www.maroc.ma/en/content/constitution
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Table 1
Arabic morphological generators.

Work Generator language morphology implementation size accuracy

(Beesley, 1996) & (Beesley, 2001) Xerox MSA T + C FST 72 M –
(Cavalli-Sforza, et al., 2000) MORPHE MSA T + C – – –
(Habash, 2004) Aragen MSA C – – 76%
(Habash et al., 2005), (Habash & Rambow, 2006) and (Habash & Rambow, 2007) MAGEAD MSA & LEV T + C FST – –
(Shaalan et al., 2007) – MSA C Prolog – –
(Attia, et al., 2011) & (Shaalan et al., 2012) & (Attia, et al., 2014) AraComLex MSA C FST 9 M –
(Amid Neme, 2013) – MSA C FST 2.5 M –
(Doumi, et al., 2016) – MSA T + C FST 11 M 70%
(Khalifa, et al., 2017) CALIMAGLF Gulf dialects T + C – – 81%
(Taji, et al., 2018) CALIMAStar MSA C – – –
(Torjmen, et al., 2019) NooJ Tunisian C FST 150 K 59%

C: concatenative morphology
T: Templatic morphology

Fig. 1. MA word decomposition.

Table 2
MA verb conjugation cases.

Conjugation case MA Arabic Meaning

Present tense in the 1st person بتكناك
(kanktb)

ُبُتَْكأ I write

Negation form شبتكنام
(manktbch)

َبُتَْكأَْنل I will not write

Passive voice تابتكت
(tktbat)

ْتَبِتُك It has been written
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� Lemma: it is the uninflected base form of a word without affixes
and clitics. For verbs, it is conjugated in the perfective, 3rd per-
son and singular form. In the case of nouns and adjectives, the
lemma is the singular indefinite form.

� Stem: it is the combination of lemma with affixes.
� Word: can be either a lemma, a stem or the combination of the
stem/lemma with clitics (fully inflected form).

Following this definition, we can decompose for example the
Moroccan Arabic (MA) word شاهومدخناكامو /And we don’t process it/
(wmakankhdmohach) to several morphemes as illustrated in Fig. 1.

3.3. Verbs

Given that MA is a variant of the Arabic language, not only Ara-
bic lexicon is borrowed but also Arabic grammar rules. Thus, most
of them are the same for Moroccan Arabic and in some cases, they
are altered in order to meet MA phonology. Accordingly, besides
applying Arabic conjugation rules to MA verbs, there are some
MA verb conjugations that are slightly different from Arabic. For
instance, given the Arabic conjugated verb in the first person at
the present tense ُُبتكأ /I write/, the Arabic prefix أ is replaced by
the MA prefix ناك and the last diacritic Damma () is transformed
to Soukoun diacritic () to obtain the MA verb ْبتكناك (kanktb). For
making negative statements, MA follows a similar pattern to
French language by placing the lemma verb between the proclitic
ام and the enclitic .ش Passive verbs are obtained by adding the
prefix ت to a given verb. Table 2 illustrates some verb
conjugation cases in the present tense, the negative state and the
passive voice.

In order to facilitate generating MA verbs, we seek to categorize
MA verbs according to their common conjugation rules. Thus, one
key is considering weak letters in order to categorize MA verbs. In
fact, weak verbs (as in Arabic) can also be present in the MA lexi-
con given that 81% of the MA lexicon is borrowed from Arabic
according to a previous study (Tachicart, et al., 2016). A weak verb
4

has one or two weak letters in its root. The letters that make an
MSA verb weak are Waw ,(و) Alif (ا) and Yae .(ى) Particularly,
given the MA standards spelling adopted in this work, only Waw
,(و) Alif (ا) are considered weak. In this context, if we consider
the orthographic transformations that occur during the concatena-
tion process between morphemes, MA verbs can be categorized
into five sets according to the number of letters and the presence
of weak letters as illustrated in table 3.

The first set does not undergo any changes in the lemma during
the concatenation process. It includes verbs that have no weak let-
ters such as بتك /to write/ (ktb) and برز /to hurry up/ (zrb) in
addition to weak verbs with more than three letters such as مصاخت
/to argue/ (tkhasm) and رجاه /to emigrate/ (hajr). The second set
is composed of verbs having three letters with the presence of Alif
in the middle such as فاش /to see/ (chaf) and لاق /to say/ (qal). In the
concatenation process, for example in the present tense, the Alif is
transformed either to Wawو or to ي Yae such as illustrated in table
3. Additionally, the Alif is deleted in the past tense such as تفش /I
saw/ (chft). The third set is composed of verbs that have Alif as
the last letter. This letter is transformed in some cases to ي Yae
such as the concatenation with present and imperative affixes. In
the fourth set, we can find verbs that are composed of two letters
with the presence of Chedda () in the last such as ّمش /to sniff/
(chmm) and ّدس /to close/ (sdd). In some cases such as the
concatenation with past affixes, Yae (ي) is added to the lemma.



Table 5
MA particles categories.

Category Example English equivalent

Interjection هاّوا Oh!
Preposition تحت under
Conjunction و and
Exception ريغ except

Table 3
MA verbs categories according to concatenation variations.

set Verb features Example Transformation Meaning

1 - Strong verbsa composed of 3 letters
- Composed of more than 3 letters given that Alif is not the end position

بتك
(ktb)

مصاخت
(tkhasm)

شو+بتك+ياكام

شو+مصاخت+ياكام

They don’t write

They don’t argue

2 Composed of three letters where Alif is the second position فاش
(chaf)
لام

(mal)

انو+فوش+ياك

اه+ليم+ياك

He sees us
he leans in

3 The Alif letter is the end position انويساطس
(stasiona)
اشم

(mcha)

اه+ينوساطس+ياك
يشم+ياك

He parks it
He goes

4 Composed of two letters with chedda () at the end position ّدس
(sdd)
ّمش
(chmm)

اهان+يّدس

ت+يّمش

We closed it
I sniffed

5 Irregular verbsb ادخ
(khda)
الك

(kla)

دخا+يك
شو+لكا+يام

He takes
They don’t eat

aStrong verbs do not have weak letters.
bRegular verbs set (from set 1 to set 4) are conjugated according to rules that the large majority of verbs in the language use. While irregular verbs (set 5) are conjugated
according to different rules.
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The fifth set gathers a few irregular verbs such as ادخ /to take/
(khda) and الك /to eat/ (kla) where the Alif may change its
position to the first letter. For example, in the case of conjugating
الك to the present tense with the third person لكاي /he eats/ (yakl).

It should be noted that contrary to MSA, Moroccan Arabic lexicon
lemmas does not include verbs where Yae or Waw is the end posi-
tion and consequently, only Alif can be that position.
Interrogation ونش what
3.4. Nouns

The majority of the MA lexicon (67%) is composed of nouns
according to previous work (Tachicart, et al., 2014). In this work,
we fit Arabic standards to MA nouns categorization used in
(Jaafar and Bouzoubaa, 2015) and thus we decompose MA nouns
to several types in order to prepare the necessary rules for the gen-
eration process. In this context, we consider noun types that are
mentioned in table 4 where each type is compatible with a specific
morpheme set. We illustrate each noun category with an example
in order to understand our classification. For example, pronouns
are compatible only with negation clitics and the conjunction .و
Additionally, adverbs are not compatible with definite clitics such
as لا ’ whereas common nouns and adjectives are compatible with
almost all nominal morphemes.
3.5. Particles

Particles are words to which noun and verb symptoms cannot
apply (Namly, et al., 2016). Contrary to nouns and verbs, particles
Table 4
MA nouns categories.

Category Example English equivalent

Common تاكس Silence
Adverb ابيرقت Approximately
Adjective ريقف Poor
Pronoun اموتن You
Proper برغملا Morocco
Number جوج two
Broken plural نابيب doors

5

cannot be inflected. However, they can be concatenated with some
morphemes. We consider five types of Moroccan particles as men-
tioned in table 5: interjections, prepositions, interjections, con-
junctions, exceptions and interrogations. Each category can be
concatenated with some morphemes as exhibited in table 6.

3.6. Morphological attributes definition

At the morphological level, most of the Moroccan rules are
extended from Arabic since Moroccan Arabic is a variety of Arabic
language. In this context, we standardize MORV morphological
information according to the ALESCO6 standards for Arabic morpho-
logical analyzers.

In tables 7 and 8 below, we detail MORV morphological infor-
mation. Indeed, MORV considers the same Arabic morphological
categories (noun, verb and particle) where each category can be
assigned the following attributes:

� Gender: Verbs can be separated into three classes: feminine and
masculine and common. Gender does not apply to particles.

� Number: refers to the quantity of countable nouns or to the
number of verb-subject.

� Tense: is the time described by a verb which can be in the past,
the present, the future or the imperative.

� Person: refers to someone taking part in the event which is
expressed by a verb. It can be with assigned three values: the
first, the second or the third.
6 http://www.alecso.org/

http://www.alecso.org/


Fig. 2. MA word decomposition.

Table 6
MA particles compatibility.

Category M1 M2 Example English equivalent

Interjection Not compatible Not compatible او Oh !
Preposition Partially compatible Partially compatible اهتحتو and under it
Conjunction Not compatible Not compatible و and
Exception Partially compatible Partially compatible اهريغو and others
Interrogation Partially compatible Not compatible ونشاو and what

M1: Morphemes taking place before lemma
M2: Morphemes taking place after lemma

Table 8
MORV morphological information - Specific features.

Morphological
category

Associated
attributes

Possible values

Verbs tense present; future; past;
imperative

person 1; 2 ; 3
voice active; passive
transitivity yes; no

Nouns state definite; indefinite; not
applicable

Particles negation 1;0

Table 7
MORV morphological information - Common features.

Morphological
category

Associated
attributes

Possible values

Verbs And Nouns root Indefinite but limited
lemma Indefinite but limited
gender masculine; feminine;

common
number singular; plural
form affirmative; negative
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� Voice: In a given sentence, it describes the relationship between
the subject and the verb. There two verb voices: the active and
the passive.

� Transitivity: a verb that accepts one or more objects is
transitive.

� State: a noun is indefinite when it is unspecific. By adding the
prefix لا , the word state is then transformed to definite.

� Form: negation can be applied to words in affirmative form by
using the affixes ام andش and thus the word form is transformed
to negative.

4. Methodology

Following a rule-based approach, generating MAwords involves
the application of a set of linguistic and orthographic rules that
define how morphemes can be concatenated to each other. These
rules vary from one-word category to another (verbs, nouns, parti-
cles). As stated in section 1, concatenative morphology and tem-
platic morphology are two directions to follow in order to
generate a MA word. In this section, we describe the design and
the implementation of our generator MORG.

4.1. Design

As illustrated in Fig. 2, four key components enable MORG:

- Lexicon with labelled lemma named MDED;
- Labelled morphemes table containing both affixes and clitics;
6

- Rules and constraints governing the spelling and concatenation
of morphemes and lemmas;

- Decision algorithm that combines the previous items.

Indeed, the design of the MORG system (that enables the gener-
ation of the Moroccan vocabulary ’MORV’) is flexible enough to be
extended easily. In fact, the used resources and the generation
rules are designed in a generic format and are stored in separate
tables that allow not only efficient management of both resources
and rules but also better maintainability and scalability. Conse-
quently, languages supporting the concatenative morphology can
be accommodated seamlessly especially Arabic dialects that share
a lot in common with the Moroccan Arabic dialect.
4.1.1. Lexicon
First, as an MA lexicon, we used the Moroccan Dialect Electronic

Dictionary (MDED) built in previous work (Tachicart, et al., 2014).
To the best of our knowledge, it is the most comprehensive Elec-
tronic lexicon for MA that is periodically updated. It contains
almost 12,000 MA entries written in Arabic letters and translated
to MSA. In addition, one major MDED feature is the annotation of
its entries with useful metadata such as POS, origin and root as
illustrated in Table 9. For instance, the MA noun ةلكام /food/ is
originated from MSA with the root الك .
4.1.2. MA morphemes table
Besides the lexicon, the morphemes table is a central resource

for our morphological generator. As far as we know, there is no
work that gathers MA morphemes and exhibits their features.
Indeed, 402 MA affixes and clitics were manually created and lin-
guistically checked. Morphemes table is composed of 24 atomic
affixes, 43 atomic clitics and 335 compound morphemes. The main
advantage of this table is its rich morphological information such
as POS, negation, and personas as illustrated in Table 10. For exam-
ple, the morpheme ناكو is composed of the prefix ناك and the clitic .و
It is compatible with verbs in the present tense, the first person,
plural form and all genders. The negation does not apply to this
morpheme. Table 11 presents also some insights about the Moroc-
can morphemes table.



Table 9
Sample of MDED lexicon.

MA MSA POS root origin English translation

ةلكام ماعط Noun الك MSA food
لاحش مك particle لاحش MSA How much
انويساطس نكر Verb انويساطس French To park

Table 10
Sample of the MA affixes and clitics.

morpheme value composition pos tense pers neg num gen

clitic و atomic verb all all all all all
prefix ناكو ناك+و verb present 1 0 p all
prefix لاب لا+ب noun – – 0 all all
suffix ني atomic noun – – 0 p all
proclitic بامو ب+ام+و noun – – 1 all all
suffix تا atomic verb all 3 0 s f
enclitic شك ش+ك verb all all 1 s all
clitic و atomic verb all all all all all

Table 11
Distribution of MA affixes and clitics According to POS.

Type M1 M2 Total Percentage

nominal 23 67 90 20,81%
verbal 167 145 312 79,19%
Total 200 202 402 100%
nominal 23 67 90 20,81%
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4.1.3. Concatenation rules
After preparing the lexical resources that describe different MA

morphemes, it is necessary to define rules and constraints govern-
ing the concatenation of these morphemes in order to form new
MA words, then build and implement the decision algorithm.
Therefore, morphological and orthographic rules are stored in
three separate tables. Adding new rules or updating them can be
performed easily and does not affect MORG overall performance.
The first table gathers the morphological attributes of morphemes
concatenation. The second indicates which morpheme can be con-
catenated with which other and in which order. The third specifies
orthographic adjustments required in order to convert the gener-
ated word into a correct spelling.

4.1.3.1. Morphological attributes table. Regarding the generated
word, defining the value of each morphological attribute such as
the person, gender, number, etc. relies on the morphological infor-
mation of each morpheme composing this word. Table 12 shows
the effect of combining morphemes on the value of the word mor-
phological attribute. For example, the third line indicates that com-
bining (inside a verb word) a prefix in the present tense with a
suffix that accepts all tenses should produce a verb in the present
tense.

4.1.3.2. Compatibility table. In order to avoid obtaining impossible
words such as انبرشلاو /and the we drink/ we build the
compatibility table. This table is hand-written and determines for
each lemma category which morpheme preceding the lemma (pro-
clitic or prefix) can be concatenated with another morpheme that
is placed after the lemma (enclitic or suffix) inside a word. To build
this table, we start by assuming all morphemes are compatible
with each other and thus we generate the corresponding list. Then,
we manually checked and excluded morphemes combinations that
can produce an incorrect word. For example, even if the prefix لا
and the suffix مك are compatible with nouns, they cannot be
concatenated together in the same word. As an illustration, con-
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catenating the previous morphemes ( لا and مك ) with the lemma
ةرايط /plane/ produces the incorrect word مكترايطلا /the your plane/.

As a result, this morphemes combination is excluded from the
compatibility table. Table 13 presents a sample of the compatibil-
ity table.
4.1.3.3. Orthographic adjustments table. Related information of the
constraints governing lemmas concatenation with other mor-
phemes is held in a separate table. Given that some morphemes
boundaries are affected during the concatenation process; some
orthographic adjustments should be performed in order to correct
the generated word. As illustrated in table 14, the newly generated
word (which is an intermediate representation) اّشمتتيات /He walks/
arises from the concatenation of the prefix تيات with the lemma
اّشمت . However, it presents an orthographic imperfection consisting

in a double ت letter. Thus, one ت letter should be deleted in order
to produce the correct word form اّشمتيات . The same table illustrates
other orthographic adjustments that may occur after combining
morphemes.
4.2. Implementation

Rules to generate MORV are implemented using Finite State
Transducers (FSTs). These machines have been used in various
NLP applications and show their capacity to model different NLP
fields such as generation, analysis and speech recognition, etc. as
cited in (Karttunen, 2000) and (Mohri, 1996). In fact, an FST is an
enhanced finite-state automaton (FSA). While FSA can only accept
or reject a string, FST is more general given that it produces output
string as well as reading input by defining relations between them;
Our FSTs consist of a finite number of states (listed in table 15 and
illustrated in Fig. 3) which are linked by transitions and labelled
with an input/output pair. In the following figure, we define mor-
pheme boundaries with the (^) mark and word boundaries with
the (#) mark. As an example, we consider words generation that
takes as input verbal lemmas and all types of morphemes (taking
place before and after the lemma). Hence, reading a morpheme
taking place before the lemma (M1) leads to the q1 state and so
on, until the final state q4 that produces the generated word with
corresponding morphological attributes.

In order to build MORV, a finite-state network in cascade is cre-
ated by defining two levels of morphology. The highest level hosts
the lexical string corresponding to the combination of different
morphemes and lemma with their corresponding tags. As
illustrated in Fig. 4 that exhibits the creation of the word شتاشمام /



Table 15
FST states and transitions.

states M1 M1 + lemma M1 + lemma + M2 Intermediate
Representation + tags

q0 q1 – – –
q1 – q2 – –
q2 – – q3 –
q3 – – – q4

Table 12
Morphological attributes table.

Morphological attribute M1 Lemma M2 Resulted attribute

gender feminine verb – feminine
person all verb all all
tense present verb all all
number all verb – singular
person all noun all all

Table 13
Compatibility table.

Lemma M1 M2 Example in a word English equivalent

verb ناكام ش شومدخناكام We don’t work
verb يغ مهو مهوضرعيغ They will invite them
noun لا تا تالاكيبلا bicycles
noun ب انت انتليبوموطب with our car
particle امو شك شكدنعام You don’t have

Table 14
Orthographic adjustments examples.

Concatenation Intermediate representation Corrected form English

اّشمت+تيات اّشمتتيات اّشمتيات He walks
تا+اشم تااشم تاشم She leaves
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she didn’t leave/, these elements are chained together with bound-
ary markers (+) and present input for the first set of transducers
(FST1). The latter maps each lexical string to an intermediate rep-
resentation which may require some orthographic adjustments in
order to meet the Moroccan Arabic spelling constraints. Thus, the
intermediate form presents, in turn, an input for the second set
of transducers (FST2) that maps this combination form to the
orthographically correct surface form.

Finally, the last task consists of compiling MORV and building a
vocabulary of Moroccan words annotated with different morpho-
logical attributes. To this end, we use the previous finite-state net-
work to create separately three lexical databases: the first gathers
nouns (including irregular forms such as broken plural), the second
includes verbs while the third is composed of particles. The reason
why MORV compilation is performed separately according to the
lemmas category is that the concatenation rules and also the
orthographic adjustments differ accordingly. Table 16 presents a
global insight about MORV content while table 17 illustrates a
sample of generated forms regarding the verb انويساطس /to park/.
Additionally, an extended sample of MORV containing further
entries can be found at the SAFAR website7.

5. Evaluation and discussion

5.1. Quantitative evaluation (coverage)

In order to evaluate the MA generated vocabulary regarding the
coverage of Moroccan Arabic, we check whether the used Moroc-
can Arabic words orthographically exist in MORV. Thereby, this
7 http://arabic.emi.ac.ma/morv.
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evaluation does not concern the associated annotations with
MORV generated words. To this purpose, we use a test corpus
extracted from the MA User-generated Text (UGT) which is intro-
duced in previous work (Tachicart and Bouzoubaa, 2019). Our test
corpus8 is manually normalized following the same MORV ortho-
graphic rules and includes 1000 MA sentences containing 10,564
words. In fact, the manual task that should be performed in order
to prepare such a corpus impedes us to increase its size. The goal
of the evaluation is to ensure that each UGT word in the test corpus
is orthographically recognized using MORV. Obtained results show
that the percentage of the recognized words is 84% which means
that only 16% of the test corpus words are missed. This score is
encouraging if we compare MORV to MSA vocabularies which do
not exceed 87% in the language coverage such as BAMA and AraCom-
Lex. In table 18 below, we detail the quantitative evaluation by pro-
viding the coverage in addition to the out of vocabulary (OOV) rates
according to the POS.

By examining the OOV words list, we notice that (without con-
sidering named entities) most of the words belong to the MSA
vocabulary or completely have an MSA morphology due to the
use of code-switching in MA texts. For example, the words مجسنت /
fit into/, ةصمقألا /shirts/, and ناجهتسالا /boos/ are MSA words that are
included in the MA evaluated sentences. Besides, there are some
examined cases in the OOV list where the items can be considered
as MA words such as مهابيش (he shipped the items). This can be
explained by the fact that MDED lexicon does not include the cor-
responding lemma which could be considered as a new word for
Moroccan Arabic.
5.2. Qualitative evaluation (performance rates)

Building new NLP resources such as MORV is very important to
various NLP tasks. The importance of such resources depends not
only on their size and coverage but also on the credibility of the
provided information. In this perspective, we assess MORV perfor-
mance using regular evaluation metrics namely: precision, recall,
accuracy and F-measure. These metrics are calculated using the
regular parameters True Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), False
Positive (FP) and False Negative (FN) as described in table 19.

Based on these parameters, for each input word, we define the
precision as the number of correct annotations found in MORV
compared to the total number of the annotations that correspond
8 Available at http://arabic.emi.ac.ma/morv.
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Fig. 3. FST transitions (handling verbs).

Fig. 4. FST1 handling a set of Moroccan verbs.
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to the input word in MORV. Alternatively, it can be calculated as in
the following formula:

Precision ¼ TP
TPþ FP

ð1Þ

Moreover, the recall is defined as the number of correct annota-
tions found in MORV compared to the expected annotations that
are correct and should be found. The recall can be calculated by
the following formula:

Recall ¼ TP
TPþ FN

ð2Þ

Also, accuracy expresses the proportion of false annotations. It
is calculated as in the following formula:

Accuracy ¼ TP
TPþ FPþ FN

ð3Þ

Finally, the F-measure is defined as the harmonic mean of pre-
cision and recall as follow:

Fmeasure ¼ 2� Precision� Recall
Precisionþ Recall

ð4Þ
Table 16
MORV general insights.

Morphological category Lexicon
entries

Lexicon
percentag

Verbs 3130 26%
Nouns 8598 73%
Particles 118 1%
Total 12.000 100%
Verbs 3130 26%
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Yet, before engaging in the qualitative evaluation, it is necessary
to prepare a manually annotated test corpus. To this end, we
selected carefully 25 sentences containing 304 MA words from
the above test corpus (used in the quantitative evaluation) and
asked a linguist expert to provide for each word all possible anno-
tations without taking into consideration the context and also con-
sidering the same morphological attributes provided by MORV.
Then, we extracted MORV associated annotations for each word
(in the new test corpus) and perform a comparison against that
in the test corpus regarding all morphological attributes. Table 20
below provides a summary of the evaluation process.

Given the obtained results, we observe first that the precision
rate is 94,88% which expresses the correctness of the annotations
that are associated with MORV words. It relates in fact to the low
false-positive rate including correct annotations at the morpholog-
ical level but incorrect at the semantic level such as the word

مكونكسناك /we live in you/. We are not impressed by the high
precision rate since the generation process follows a rule-based
approach where morphological rules are checked by linguist
experts. Besides, we obtained a recall of 81,42% which means that
not all relevant results are returned but it can be relatively consid-
ered a good score. The reason behind missing some relevant results
is that contrary to the precision calculation, we considered the
OOV words in the recall calculation. This increased the number
of associated annotations that should be found in the test corpus.
In light of the evaluation rates, it is clear that including new lem-
mas in MDED lexicon and running the corresponding generation
process should decrease MORV OOV rate and thus it is a key factor
towards maximizing the recall. Regarding accuracy and F-measure
rates, we obtained respectively 77.99% and 87,64%. In fact, the cost
of false positives and false negatives are very different in the case
of evaluating MORV associated annotations. Moreover, these data
are not symmetric where values of false positive and false nega-
tives are almost the same. For this reason, it is useful to look both
at precision and recall as metrics of MORV evaluation.

To compare MORV to the other existing works, we consider only
Arabic dialects. Thus, we believe that MORV has shown the largest
size and the best precision as reviewed in Table 1 and reported in
the quantitative and the qualitative evaluation. As an example,
while the Tunisian vocabulary contains 150 k forms generated
from 1452 lemmas, MORV exploit 12.000 lemmas to generate
4.68 M forms. Additionally, the accuracy of MORV outperforms
the claimed accuracy of the other Arabic dialects vocabularies.

It should also be noted that all experiments that enabled the
building and evaluating MORV were performed on a workstation
having the following characteristics: CPU = i7 @ 2.7 GHz 2.7 GHz,
RAM = 32GO, Operating System = Win10, 64 bits.

Typically, a strategic requirement for research and development
in the NLP field is the creation of high-quality language resources
given that the performance of NLP tools usually relies on the qual-
ity of these resources. Therefore, we believe that extending MORV
or creating new resources will pave the way towards addressing
Moroccan NLP tasks. For this reason, it would be useful to follow
the templatic morphology that involves the creation of MA roots,
e
MORV generated forms MORV

percentage

2.021.152 43,15%
2.655.460 56,68%
8.154 0,17%
4.684.766 100%
2.021.152 43,15%



Table 18
MORV quantitative evaluation according to POS.

Morphological category Verbs Nouns Particles Total Average

Number of words 3861 5977 2518 12,356 –
Coverage 93% 86% 97% – 84%
OOV 9% 16% 3% – 16%

Table 17
Sample of the MA affixes and clitics.

word lemma transitivity root suffix prefix form tense number gender person

شينويساطستاكام (You don’t park) انويساطس yes نيسطس ش تاكام 1 2 s m 2
شينويساطستاكام (You don’t park) انويساطس yes نيسطس ش تاكام 1 2 s f 3
شانويساطّستغامو (And it will be not parked) انويساطس yes نيسطس ش ّتغامو 1 3 s m 2

Table 19
MORV qualitative evaluation rates.

Positive Negative

True Correct annotation
(corresponding to the input
word) found in MORV

Incorrect annotation
(corresponding to the input word)
not found in MORV

False Incorrect annotation
(corresponding to the input
word) found in MORV

Correct annotation (corresponding
to the input word) not found in
MORV

Table 20
MORV qualitative evaluation rates.

Morphological category Verbs

Associated annotations 255
Precision 94,88%
Recall 81,42%
Accuracy 77,99%
F-measure 87,64%
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patterns and the rules governing the use of roots and patterns to
create new MA words. This may help in comparing the results of
the concatenative morphology that has already been covered in
this work and the templatic morphology.
6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented MORV the first NLP resource
that targets Moroccan morphology. MORV is a flexible, FST-based
tool for automatically generating Moroccan Arabic dialectal words.
The FST topology is inspired by earlier approaches used to generate
Arabic words. Additionally, we have exploited Moroccan Arabic
resources for this purpose and generated 4.68 M Moroccan words
with full morphological attributes. We have also shown how
important keeping the linguistic knowledge separated from the
processing algorithm in order to ensure MORV extensibility. MORV
evaluation shows that it reaches a precision of 94% and covers 84%
of the Moroccan Arabic used in social media. These rates can be
improved by incorporating new lexicon entries and run the corre-
sponding generation process which is the subject of our future
work.
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